Traditional and emerging technologies for washing and volume reducing blood products
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Abstract: Millions of blood components including red blood cells, platelets, and granulocytes are transfused each year in the United States. The transfusion of these blood products may be associated with adverse clinical outcomes in some patients due to residual proteins and other contaminants that accumulate in blood units during processing and storage. Blood products are, therefore, often washed in normal saline or other media to remove the contaminants and improve the quality of blood cells before transfusion. While there are numerous methods for washing and volume reducing blood components, a vast majority utilize centrifugation-based processing, such as manual centrifugation, open and closed cell processing systems, and cell salvage/autotransfusion devices. Although these technologies are widely employed with a relatively low risk to the average patient, there is evidence that centrifugation-based processing may be inadequate when transfusing to immunocompromised patients, neonatal and infant patients, or patients susceptible to transfusion-related allergic reactions. Cell separation and volume reduction techniques that employ centrifugation have been shown to damage blood cells, contributing to these adverse outcomes. The limitations and disadvantages of centrifugation-based processing have spurred the development of novel centrifugation-free methods for washing and volume reducing blood components, thereby causing significantly less damage to the cells. Some of these emerging technologies are already transforming niche applications, poised to enter mainstream blood cell processing in the not too distant future.
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Introduction

Millions of blood components including red blood cells (RBCs), platelets, and granulocytes are transfused each year in the United States. The transfusion of stored blood products has been associated with adverse clinical outcomes brought on by residual plasma proteins, excess potassium, free hemoglobin, and other contaminants that accumulate during storage. To avoid these effects, washing or volume reduction of blood products is often performed to remove contaminants and improve the quality of a unit before transfusion. These procedures conventionally use centrifugation-based cell processors that separate blood cells from the suspending medium based on the difference in their respective densities. Although widely used, these cell processors have limitations that may outweigh their advantages in some settings. There has, therefore, been a significant research effort in recent years for the development of novel centrifugation-free approaches to wash and volume reduce blood products.

Volume reduction is conventionally performed through the centrifugation of a blood component and the subsequent removal of the supernatant. A reduction in sample...
volume is often required in instances of platelet transfusions, specifically for neonates and infants, where the recipient is unable to withstand transfusions of large volumes.\textsuperscript{7} Volume reduction is also used for patients prone to severe transfusion-related allergic reactions.\textsuperscript{1,2} Whole blood platelet washing is also indicated for neonates receiving stored RBCs are the most common washed blood product, diluted unit to a desired concentration of blood cells. While platelets, via centrifugal forces, have been shown to lead to concentrate platelets. The mechanical stresses placed on manipulation, increasing the risk of contamination.\textsuperscript{12} While introduction of blood components adds an additional layer of user quality and purity.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, the manual centrifugation system separates each blood component by their respective density and each layer of fluid is expressed from the disposable insert by connected tubing. After separation, normal saline can be added to dilute the blood product, which is then removed via a connector tubing to obtain a volume-reduced and/or washed product.

RBCs are known to experience significant deterioration while in storage leading to leakage of potassium and free hemoglobin into the supernatant.\textsuperscript{6,18} For this reason, transfusion of older units (stored longer than 7 days) is often not recommended for neonates and infants undergoing cardiac surgery, in order to prevent hyperkalemic cardiac arrest and other complications. Transfusion of older units is also contraindicated for infants born preterm who suffer from severe anemia.\textsuperscript{19,20} Washing RBC units using COBE 2991 has been shown to reduce pro-inflammatory markers and to decrease the number of transfusions necessary for pediatric patients undergoing cardiac bypass.\textsuperscript{21} Cortés-Puch et al also found, in a canine study, that washing RBC units approaching their expiration date (42 days) using the COBE 2991 system improves outcomes when compared to unwashed 42-day-old RBC units.\textsuperscript{22} This result indicates that washing older units for later transfusion can be advantageous when the supply and availability of fresh blood is low. This same study, however, also found that washing 7-day-old RBCs led to increased organ failure and mortality and that the quality of 42-day-old RBCs could not be restored to the level of the 7-day-old, unwashed RBCs.\textsuperscript{22} These findings suggest that the COBE 2991 washing system should be reserved for RBC units nearing the end of the allowable storage.

Although stored RBCs washed using the COBE 2991 can be transfused within 24 hours, O’Leary et al found that the concentration of extracellular potassium in washed units at 24 hours actually exceeds prewash potassium levels, and

**Automated systems: open and closed**

Most blood banking centers utilize automated systems to wash or volume reduce the blood products they produce and distribute. Automated systems are pre-programmed with a variety of cell processing procedures, from density gradient separation to the deglycerolizing of thawed products. In a survey of 15 children’s hospitals (150–400 beds) across America, 14 out of 15 hospitals used the COBE 2991 cell processor (Terumo BCT, Lakewood, CO, USA), making it one of the most popular processors in the field.\textsuperscript{17} This centrifugation system separates each blood component by their respective density and each layer of fluid is expressed from the disposable insert by connected tubing. After separation, normal saline can be added to dilute the blood product, which is then removed via a connector tubing to obtain a volume-reduced and/or washed product.

Manual volume reduction and washing typically involves pelleting blood cells in a unit using a swinging bucket centrifuge, and discarding the supernatant. As previously mentioned, neonates and infants require volume-reduced platelet concentrates to avoid large transfusion volumes, and reduce the risk of fetomaternal alloimmune thrombocytopenia. Volume reduction can also reduce transfusion-related allergic reactions in susceptible patients.\textsuperscript{12} Since there is currently no standard for the preparation of volume reduced platelets, manual centrifugation using a high-capacity centrifuge is most often used.\textsuperscript{13,14} However, since volume reduction procedures are not standardized, there are varying spin speeds reported to concentrate platelets. The mechanical stresses placed on platelets, via centrifugal forces, have been shown to lead to significant platelet activation.\textsuperscript{15} Therefore, discrepancies in spin speeds make the process of manual centrifugation less robust and produces platelet concentrates with wide ranges of quality and purity.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, the manual centrifugation of blood components adds an additional layer of user manipulation, increasing the risk of contamination.\textsuperscript{15} While the procedure of manually washing platelets is somewhat laborious and has limitations, when performed correctly, the process can yield high recoveries at a fraction of the cost of automated processing systems.\textsuperscript{15}

**Centrifugation-based technologies**

- **Manual centrifugation**
  - Manual volume reduction and washing typically involves pelleting blood cells in a unit using a swinging bucket centrifuge, and discarding the supernatant. As previously mentioned, neonates and infants require volume-reduced platelet concentrates to avoid large transfusion volumes, and reduce the risk of fetomaternal alloimmune thrombocytopenia. Volume reduction can also reduce transfusion-related allergic reactions in susceptible patients.\textsuperscript{12} Since there is currently no standard for the preparation of volume reduced platelets, manual centrifugation using a high-capacity centrifuge is most often used.\textsuperscript{13,14} However, since volume reduction procedures are not standardized, there are varying spin speeds reported to concentrate platelets. The mechanical stresses placed on platelets, via centrifugal forces, have been shown to lead to significant platelet activation.\textsuperscript{15} Therefore, discrepancies in spin speeds make the process of manual centrifugation less robust and produces platelet concentrates with wide ranges of quality and purity.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, the manual centrifugation of blood components adds an additional layer of user manipulation, increasing the risk of contamination.\textsuperscript{15} While the procedure of manually washing platelets is somewhat laborious and has limitations, when performed correctly, the process can yield high recoveries at a fraction of the cost of automated processing systems.\textsuperscript{15}

- **Automated systems: open and closed**
  - Most blood banking centers utilize automated systems to wash or volume reduce the blood products they produce and distribute. Automated systems are pre-programmed with a variety of cell processing procedures, from density gradient separation to the deglycerolizing of thawed products. In a survey of 15 children’s hospitals (150–400 beds) across America, 14 out of 15 hospitals used the COBE 2991 cell processor (Terumo BCT, Lakewood, CO, USA), making it one of the most popular processors in the field.\textsuperscript{17} This centrifugation system separates each blood component by their respective density and each layer of fluid is expressed from the disposable insert by connected tubing. After separation, normal saline can be added to dilute the blood product, which is then removed via a connector tubing to obtain a volume-reduced and/or washed product.

- **Manual volume reduction and washing**
  - The process of manually washing platelets is somewhat laborious and has limitations, when performed correctly, the process can yield high recoveries at a fraction of the cost of automated processing systems.\textsuperscript{15}
RBC hemolysis increases steadily over the 24-hour post-wash storage,17,23 calling for a reduction in expiration time from 24 hours to 6 hours. For patients receiving these washed units, the excess free hemoglobin can exacerbate clinical complications and lead to more negative prognoses. For cryopreserved blood products (eg, hematopoietic stem cells [HSC]), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) that is used to prevent the formation of ice crystals must be washed off prior to transfusion because of its toxicity.10 Although cryopreserved products are typically washed using automated cell processors like COBE 2991, the system is unable to sufficiently reduce the DMSO concentration in a single run.24

Unlike open cell-processing systems, closed systems, such as the ACP 215 (Haemonetics Corporation, Braintree, MA, USA) are able to reduce IgA levels for IgA-deficient patients,30,31 activate platelets and WBCs,45,46 and reduce the DMSO content in cryopreserved products.24

Table 1 A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the technologies described in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Low cost14,15</td>
<td>Higher risk of contamination12,13,14 laborious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Most commonly used;17 effectively reduces pro-inflammatory markers21</td>
<td>Significant increase in potassium and hemolysis found post-wash;17,23 ineffectively reduces DMSO on cryopreserved products24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACP 215</td>
<td>Reduces risk of bacterial contamination;25 allows the addition of additive solution to extend shelf life21,26</td>
<td>Unable to consistently reduce IgA levels for IgA-deficient patients;30,31 activates platelets and WBCs45,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autotransfusion</td>
<td>Cell saver Elite, Cell Saver 5, and OrthoPAT</td>
<td>Activates cells that adhere to the bowl and releases leukoattractants and thromboplastic materials;21 increases hemolysis and microparticles in solution;43,44 has significant dead volume;43,44 has varying process times;43,44 exhibits low platelet recovery from platelet-rich plasma41,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>CATS</td>
<td>Provides inconsistent hemoglobin removal;46 has negative effect on RBC deformability and cell 2,3-DPG47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane filters</td>
<td>PSN 120, #23.05, Sangofen, ErySep, and 3M</td>
<td>Effectively removes DMSO (PSN 120);52 separates RBC from whole placental blood when attached to a leukoreduction filter (Sangofen,44 3M,53 and ErySep56) Causes platelet activation;52 exhibits low platelet recovery;53,54 significantly reduces clotting factors;55–58 unable to significantly remove DMSO (#23.05)53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>PAF and HemoSep</td>
<td>Reduces amount of target solute (eg, potassium59 and ammonium);61 low cost and portable for resource-limited settings (HemoSep)67,68 Filters not compatible with current rapid blood transfusion devices;62 little research on RBC damage from PAF performed;62,63 subpar RBC concentration from HemoSep in comparison to CATS59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>CytoMate and LOVO</td>
<td>Effectively removes DMSO (CytoMate72 and LOVO);73 washes and recovers viable CIK cells from culture (CytoMate);73 can wash mobilized peripheral blood leukapheresis products for CD34+ cells (LOVO);75 recovers inactivated in vitro-derived platelets from nucleated cells (LOVO)76 No protocol in place for washing and volume reducing whole blood products; requires large capital investment upfront</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentation, inertial focusing</td>
<td>Effectively removes 80% of free hemoglobin and 90% of total free protein from stored RBC units; efficiently reduces IgA to levels safe for IgA-deficient recipients; does not lead to significant buildup of potassium and free hemoglobin during 24-hour post-wash storage time; low cost and portable61,62 Has only been tested using small volumes (~50 mL); further research and development needed to compete with current washing systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CATS, continuous autotransfusion system; CIK, cytokine-induced killer; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; PAF, potassium absorbing filters; RBCs, red blood cells; WBCs, white blood cells.
MA, USA), significantly reduce the risk of bacterial contamination and allow for the addition of storage media to washed units. The addition of storage media prolongs the shelf life of washed RBCs from 24 hours to 7 days, while still meeting all standard regulatory metrics for washed units.25,26 In clinical studies, the use of the ACP 215 extended the shelf life of RBC units and led to a decrease in the number of units that had to be discarded due to expiration.25 Unfortunately, both COBE 2991 and ACP 215 were found to have caused significant RBC damage, indicating that centrifugation-based methods of washing with cell processors can reduce the quality of washed RBCs. Irradiating RBCs is also known to cause similar membrane damage, potassium leakage, and hemolysis,27 even though the technique is necessary to prevent transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease and is indicated for neonates. Imposing additional stress on irradiated blood products by centrifugation may also worsen the quality of irradiated products further.23,28,29

Centrifugation-based cell processors are unable to consistently reduce the concentration of IgA, below the level acceptable for transfusion to IgA-deficient patients, in a single-wash run. While washing RBCs twice with the ACP 215 led to a significant decrease in IgA, incorporating a second washing step introduced further damage to the cells and increased the total processing time.30 Additional evidence suggests that washed deglycerolized RBCs have hemolysis levels that are not consistently within the range of regulatory standards after washing.31 ACP 215 has also been used to wash and concentrate platelets with a reported 99% plasma removal rate, compared to manual centrifugation, which yielded 95%–97% plasma removal.32,33 However, the intense mechanical stress associated with passing through a centrifugation-based cell processor inevitably activates platelets34 as well as residual WBCs.35 These activated cells adhere to parts of the centrifugation chamber and tubing, and continually release cytokines and pro-inflammatory markers into the suspending medium of the washed blood product. Neither COBE 2991 nor ACP 215 can remove these activated cells and inflammatory markers, consequently diminishing the quality of washed blood products and causing a range of adverse outcomes at the point of care.36

**Autotransfusion systems: discontinuous and continuous flow**

Intraoperative blood salvage for autotransfusion decreases the need for allogeneic blood through the recovery and subsequent reinfusion of a patient’s own blood shed during surgery. Blood salvage is particularly useful when a substantial (>20%) blood loss is anticipated, such as in cardiothoracic or orthopedic surgery, and during transplantations.38,39 Autotransfusion is also utilized for patients who cannot accept donated blood for cultural or religious reasons.39 During the cell salvage process, shed blood is aspirated from the surgical site and collected in a container with anticoagulant (heparin or citrate). Because the blood is suctioned from the surgical cavity and blood loss varies greatly depending on the patient and the type of surgical procedure, a wide range of contaminants (eg, fat, coagulation factors, skin and bone cells, excess plasma, and colloid solution used for fluid resuscitation) are also collected with shed blood. Therefore, salvaged blood is filtered, and then washed and volume reduced to generate a unit of concentrated RBCs before it can be reinfused back into the patient. Because of this functionality, the machines used for processing salvaged RBCs can also be used for washing and volume reduction of allogeneic cellular blood products.

A typical autotransfusion device suctions blood into a bowl (eg, Latham, Baylor, or disk shaped) which accommodates the variable intake of blood during the salvage process. Because the blood is exposed to air and high pressure during suction, massive RBC hemolysis and activation of platelets and WBCs may occur. Activated cells adhere to the surface of the bowl during centrifugation and release leukoattractants and thromboplastic materials into the unit.37 In a comparative study, whole blood washed with a discontinuous-flow autotransfusion device, Cell Saver Elite (Haemonetics Corporation), was found to have more hemolysis and microparticle formation than blood washed with COBE 2991, likely from the exposure of blood to both air and high suction pressures. However, in terms of potassium, free hemoglobin, platelet, and WBC removal, autotransfusion machines, such as the Cell Saver 5 (Haemonetics Corporation), have demonstrated a level of performance on par with conventional cell processors.37

The washing/volume reduction performance varies among autotransfusion devices even when they used the same Latham-bowl technology – for example, the Cell Saver 5 produces RBCs with lower hematocrits while achieving a higher RBC recovery than Sequestra 1000 (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA).41 Still, an even more significant source of variability in cell recovery rates is the ability to manually set and change centrifugation parameters, and therefore, the ultimate impact from processing on the quality of washed RBC product would likely depend on user preferences.

Autotransfusion devices based on the pneumatic disk technology, such as the OrthoPAT (Haemonetics Corporation), have a disposable disk of tunable size that allows for
optimal processing of salvaged blood regardless of volume. Although these devices can process smaller volumes, the washing procedure typically takes longer than when performed using the conventional Latham bowl-based devices.\textsuperscript{43,44} Additionally, both pneumatic disk and Latham bowl-based discontinuous-flow devices retain a significant volume of blood in the bowl and tubing,\textsuperscript{43,44} which further decreases the yield of washed RBCs. Regardless, the ability to process small volumes of blood significantly expands the applicability of autotransfusion devices.\textsuperscript{43}

Unlike the discontinuous-flow devices that must employ multiple disposable inserts to wash any volume of blood larger than the bowl size, continuous-flow technologies can fill, wash, and separate blood components continuously in a single disposable washing chamber. Fresenius Continuous Autotransfusion System (CATS; Terumo BCT) is the first Food and Drug Administration approved and commercially available autotransfusion device that washes and separates salvaged RBCs via continuous-flow centrifugation. Blood is driven through the machine and allowed to separate in a rotating double spiral washing chamber. During rotation, RBCs are forced into the outer wall of the spiral, while all other components move towards the inner wall. Platelets, plasma, and WBCs are removed as washing solution (eg, normal saline) is added to the concentrated RBCs. CATS can concentrate RBCs from whole blood or from stored RBC units before resuspension in normal saline to the desired hematocrit (and can also separate platelet-rich plasma from whole blood and concentrate platelets). The CATS disposable washing chamber requires a minimum fill volume of 30 mL, allowing small-volume washing without any significant modifications to the system. Since the chamber is constantly rotating during processing, there are virtually no residual RBCs left in the washing chamber, providing a better recovery than conventional cell processors and autotransfusion devices that utilize a bowl or pneumatic disk.

In a direct comparison, CATS system generated washed RBCs with unchanged potassium levels and little hemolysis, unlike units washed with the COBE 2991.\textsuperscript{45} CATS was also able to produce RBC concentrates at a higher hematocrit than COBE 2991 and most other conventional discontinuous-flow autotransfusion devices.\textsuperscript{37,45} When testing for the removal of fat cells from salvaged blood, CATS surpassed discontinuous systems (eg, Cell Saver 5) and was on par with the Cell Save Elite featuring an integrated fat reduction program.\textsuperscript{46} Although the CATS system represents a significant improvement upon current centrifugation-based cell processors and discontinuous-flow autotransfusion devices, it is not without limitations. Washing RBCs with CATS yields inconsistent levels of free hemoglobin removal\textsuperscript{41} and has a negative effect on both RBC deformability and cell 2,3-DPG content after processing.\textsuperscript{47} Similar to other centrifugation-based cell processors, the negative effects of CATS processing on RBC properties may increase in a time-dependent manner following the washing procedure.\textsuperscript{48}

Although autotransfusion devices are traditionally used to wash fresh blood shed during surgery, washing stored RBCs via autotransfusion has also been explored. Washing with the discontinuous-flow Dideco Electa 740E (Dideco SPA, Mirandola, Italy) aged stored RBCs. De Vroege et al found that ATP and 2,3-DPG contents of RBCs were reduced after washing. Furthermore, while there was free hemoglobin in the waste bag, free hemoglobin levels were not reduced in the final washed unit.\textsuperscript{49} This indicated that the washing procedure potentially damaged and lysed some RBCs resulting in the release of intracellular hemoglobin. It is possible that the constant deterioration RBCs undergo in storage makes them more susceptible to lysis during centrifugation-based processing. Interestingly, washing stored RBCs with the Cell Saver also did not reduce the amount of microparticles in the final unit,\textsuperscript{50} while CATS system was able to remove microaggregates with a wide range of sizes.\textsuperscript{50} Considering autotransfusion technologies were developed to wash relatively fresh salvaged blood, their design and default settings may not be optimal for washing stored RBCs. Furthermore, autotransfusion utilizes specific spinning regimes to remove contaminants not typically found in stored RBC units (eg, fat, bone, etc) and, therefore, may not be completely safe for stored, fragile RBCs.

Finally, autotransfusion devices have also been employed to separate platelets from platelet-rich plasma. Three types of autotransfusion devices utilizing either a Latham bowl, Baylor bowl, or closed-spiral chamber, showed only 50%–60% platelet recovery,\textsuperscript{51} which was consistently lower than that for conventional centrifugation.\textsuperscript{52} The platelet recovery performance of autotransfusion devices will have to be significantly improved before they could provide a practical alternative to specialized cell processors or manual centrifugation.

**Centrifugation-free technologies**

**Membrane filtration**

Membrane filtration technologies present an attractive alternative to the centrifugation-based cell processors for volume reduction and washing of blood products because membrane-based filtration systems typically do not have moving parts and are significantly simpler and less expensive. Simple
filtration, such as using a hollow fiber membrane cartridge, is usually employed for filtering out excessive amounts of the suspending media (such as washing solution or plasma) and retaining the blood cells in suspension. A hollow fiber device, the PSN 120 (Baxter International Inc., Deerfield, IL, US) made from polysynthane, was successfully used to remove 95% of DMSO from cryopreserved platelets, showing a level of performance similar to that of the conventional centrifugation-based washing. In comparison, a cellulose-acetate dialyzer (#23.05; Baxter International Inc.) was only able to remove 52% of DMSO from cryopreserved platelets, highlighting the importance of the material that the hollow fiber device employs. Both polysynthane and polyacrylonitrile-based (800HF, AKZO; Mission Medical, Fremont, CA, USA) hollow fibers were found to cause a level of platelet activation (assessed via P-selectin expression) similar to that of conventional centrifugation. It is likely, therefore, that hollow fiber filtration devices made of these materials may also be suitable for washing and volume reducing conventional platelet concentrates.

Brune et al presented a gravity-based, hollow fiber filtration system utilizing a Sangofer (Sangofer neonatal; Heim Group, Gladbeck, Germany) hollow fiber system for separating RBCs from placental whole blood of full-term newborns. Approximately 60 mL or more of blood from a donation bag flows, via gravity, through a leukoreduction filter and then passes through a hollow fiber system that separates plasma from RBCs. The RBCs reached a final hematocrit of ~56% and were on par, in terms of quality, with adult RBCs, both stored for 35 days. Based on this early work, ErySep Classic Blood Separation System (Lmb Technologie GmbH, Schwaig, Germany) and 3M Blood Separation System (3M, Maplewood, MN, US) are two commercially available hollow fiber systems for separating RBCs and plasma from whole blood. Both the ErySep and 3M Blood Separation Systems operate by gravity and consist of a sampling bag, a blood bag, and two collection bags for RBCs and plasma, as well as an attached leukoreduction filter. 3M can process a unit of whole blood within 64 minutes and produce a 293-mL RBC unit. ErySep takes ~140 minutes to produce a 306-mL RBC unit. Although RBCs met all regulatory standards, platelets are completely lost during processing, and plasma produced using these hollow fiber systems has significantly diminished concentrations of important clotting factors (eg, von Willebrand factor, antithrombin III, factor V, factor VIII, and factor XI). This important limitation notwithstanding, it is likely that these hollow fiber systems based on polyethersulfone membranes could be readily adapted for washing or volume reducing stored RBCs.

Recent developments in microfiltration utilize membranes for the absorption of unwanted solutes located in solution, such as excess potassium, free hemoglobin, and clotting residuals. Potassium absorbing filters (PAF), developed by Yamada et al have been shown to effectively reduce the amount of potassium in packed RBCs, decreasing the risk of hyperkalemia posttransfusion. Such a filter could ameliorate the buildup of potassium that occurs after centrifugation or irradiation. These filters have also been shown to remove excess ammonium from RBC units (76%–87% reduction), fresh frozen plasma (21%–31% reduction), platelets (53% reduction), and albumin solutions (49%–92% reduction) reducing the risk of ammonium acting as a neurotoxin during traumatic brain injury or in neonates with underdeveloped blood–brain barriers. However, PAF filters are not currently compatible with rapid blood transfusion devices, and more research is still needed to determine the effect of PAF filtration on RBC quality. Although evidence is limited on the clinical feasibility and advantages of incorporating PAF filtration to standard blood transfusions, the apparent permissible flow rates could allow for high-throughput blood banking applications beyond the specific clinical significance of this technology for neonatal and pediatric hematology practices.

HemoSep (Brightwake, Nottinghamshire, UK) is a hemoconcentration system developed to soak up to 250 mL of excess plasma during blood salvage without the use of centrifugation. The primary component of the HemoSep system is a blood bag separated into two compartments by a filter membrane, which prevents cells in the blood compartment of the bag from entering the super-absorber pad contained in the other compartment of the bag. The blood plasma and other fluids are free to pass through the membrane, however, to be soaked up by the super-absorber pad. Robertson et al developed a sensor capable of measuring the hematocrit of packed RBCs, further increasing the utility of HemoSep hemoconcentration system. The low-cost, simplicity, and portability of the HemoSep system in comparison to conventional autotransfusion devices makes it an attractive alternative for blood salvage, particularly in resource-limited and military settings. Furthermore, HemoSep has been shown to provide a superior platelet recovery in a direct comparison to CATS (although CATS system was found to concentrate RBCs significantly better than HemoSep). Systems implementing physical filters for washing or volume reduction of RBCs (such as the HemoSep bag) provide an exciting alternative to conventional centrifugation-based machines, while also potentially reducing the damage to cells during processing.
Spinning membrane filtration
Filtration using spinning membrane is another method used for blood cell fractionation. Spinning membrane separators provide excellent filtration rates by generating Taylor vortices in the gap between the membrane and the shell of the device. This unique flow pattern creates flow at the membrane, constantly sweeping the surface to prevent the cellular components from depositing on and clogging or fouling the membrane, while continually replenishing the medium to be filtered. CytoMate (Baxter International Inc.) is an automatic cell washing device that utilizes a spinning membrane to ensure cell filtration against a counter-flow buffer circulation. The closed system has automatic user-definable programming that allows for efficient separation with low risk of contamination. CytoMate has been used for a wide variety of applications such as for washing and recovery of viable cytokine-induced killer cells after extended culture, for removal of cryoprotective agents from HSC before infusion, and for reducing platelet contamination prior to selection of immunomagnetic CD34+ stem cells used in autologous transplants. CytoMate was shown to reproducibly remove 96% or more of DMSO from frozen HSC. With such a high efficiency, it is conceivable that CytoMate could also be very effective for washing and volume reducing cellular blood components as well, although a special protocol will likely need to be developed to limit RBC lysis and platelet activation within the system.

The LOVO (Fresenius Kabi, Bad Homburg vor der Höhe, Germany) device similarly incorporates a non-pelletizing spinning membrane, made of 4-µm track-etched polycarbonate, to rapidly separate out target cells, remove supernatant, and perform dilution or concentration of cells. LOVO has been utilized to achieve automated washing and purification of various cellular products. Schlinker et al adapted the LOVO device to separate in vitro-derived platelets from nucleated cells and later recover immature megakaryocytes for expansion in culture. Following membrane filtration, they were able to obtain platelets with high purity and low activation, and good recovery of megakaryocytes. LOVO has also been used to wash mobilized peripheral blood leukapheresis products for CD34+ cell isolation and to remove the cryoprotectant from hematopoietic progenitor cell grafts for bedside infusion. The use of LOVO for volume reduction and washing of classical transfusion products (RBCs, platelets, and granulocytes) may significantly reduce the cellular damage associated with centrifugation-based processing. However, similar to the centrifugation-based cell processors, LOVO requires a relatively large capital investment and costly disposable cartridges to operate, and therefore, may not be available in resource-limited settings.

Novel centrifugation-free technologies
Washing stored RBCs through centrifugation-free methods can prove challenging since RBCs have a dynamically changing shape and can pass through very narrow pores. This makes size-based filtration for washing and volume reduction of RBCs difficult to achieve. Many methods to filter out RBCs without centrifugation use an aggregation agent, like hydroxyethyl starch or dextran. These agents accelerate aggregation of RBCs, allowing them to form rouleaux and sediment faster in normal gravity at the bottom of the container, while leaving platelet-rich plasma at the top layer. Our laboratory has developed a washing system that utilizes RBC sedimentation in normal gravity (but does not require any added aggregation agents) to wash stored RBCs, producing a product with a final hematocrit of about 37% while also removing 80% of free hemoglobin and 90% of total free protein. This washing system was able to reduce IgA level to about 0.02 mg/dL in a single pass, while conventional centrifugation-based washing typically requires two cycles to reduce IgA levels to a concentration that is safe for IgA deficient recipients (<0.05 mg/dL). Importantly, our centrifugation-free washing system significantly reduced the buildup of extracellular potassium and free hemoglobin in the supernatant of washed RBCs during the 24-hours short-term storage. In fact, the levels of potassium and free hemoglobin in samples washed using our system after 24 hours were as good as in paired samples immediately after centrifugation-based washing. Excess potassium and free hemoglobin are markers of RBC damage and deterioration, and our findings, therefore, indicate that washing stored RBCs with our centrifugation-free system leads to less damaged RBCs in comparison to conventional centrifugation-based cell processing.
While more research and development is needed before our centrifugation-free washing system becomes truly competitive, it may address key limitations of centrifugation-based washing systems, including high cost, complexity, and the significant damage to cells occurring during centrifugation. Our system also has several important advantages over existing centrifugation-free approaches. For example, unlike hollow fiber filtration, our system is able to remove, concurrently, both large contaminants (eg, microparticles and cellular debris) and soluble contaminants (eg, potassium, free hemoglobin, and IgA) when washing stored RBC’s. An important limitation of our work so far is that our centrifugation-free washing system has been tested only with relatively small volumes of blood (~50 mL), and increasing the capacity (and throughput) of the system further will require multiplexing several of the separation tubing coils (which is a nontrivial engineering task). However, even the current small-volume prototype of our system could be useful for neonatal and infant patients, who require relatively small volumes when transfused. For these patients, conventional washing using most centrifugation-based cell processors is not practical due to the large dead volume within the disposable sets.

**Conclusion**

The washing and volume-reduction of blood products may prevent a host of clinical complications caused by the adverse effects associated with residual plasma proteins, and other contaminants found in units of blood component after processing and storage. Here, we reviewed several traditional cell processing techniques based on centrifugation, including manual centrifugation, automated cell processors, and various autotransfusion devices. Although these methods are commonly used to process blood, there is accumulating evidence that centrifugation leads to increased hemolysis, activation of platelets and leukocytes, cellular damage, and various other negative effects that reduce the quality and efficacy of cellular blood products. We also discussed several classes of centrifugation-free approaches, including membrane- and inertia-based separation systems that aim to produce high-quality washed or volume reduced blood products with minimal cellular damage. While these centrifugation-free approaches are very promising, they typically serve niche applications and many are still in early stages of development. Further research is needed to move these emerging technologies into the mainstream of blood cell processing, to provide the highest quality blood products for transfusion and ultimate improve clinical outcomes for the patients.
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